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Tensegrity is a rising and atypical kind of structure, and is also an international 
hot spot of the development of a new type of spatial structure. It completely subverts 
the conventional structural systems, which requires that compression must be 
transmitted through stiff components continuously. With no outer factors, such as 
gravity, this new type of structure, in order to keep self-stress and equilibrium, just 
needs two kinds of components, which are either in continuous tension or in 
discontinuous compression. 
This dissertation is based on western scholars’ studies. It shall commence by 
introducing the basic concepts, origins and the principle behavior of these structures. 
Thereafter in the second part, it will focus on classifying the tensegrity systems and 
analyzing the tensegrity-like structure-cable dome in order to draw a line between 
these two structures. Thirdly, a multiple of modules, sculptures and graphics are used 
to illustrate, as far as possible, the unique aesthetic features of tensegrity. Finally, after 
studying those called, or so-called, tensegrity design proposals, a footbridge design 
based on the principle of tensegrity is proposed. Through numerous graphics above, 
this dissertation is aiming to study on the feasibility of applying tensegrity systems to 
the art and architecture. 
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